We want you to be among the first to know about the next generation in anti-skid foam operating room pads from Prime Medical LLC!

Dear 

The next generation of anti-skid foam pads for use in operating rooms is being introduced today by Prime Medical, LLC.

You’re important to us, so we of course want you to be among the very first to know about this next-generation anti-skid pad improvement for you and your patients. PrimePad offers a number of advantages and requires absolutely no change to O.R. surgery preparation or procedures. We have developed the PrimePad Series over the last many months, and we are excited that this day is finally here.

PrimePad is a high-performance polyurethane, non-viscoelastic foam pad series that will give you and your patients several benefits, among them excellent anti-skid properties, fast recovery for immediate and customized support and pressure reduction.

You’re undoubtedly aware that there are other providers of viscoelastic (memory foam) pads. For some years we’ve been engaged in a legal issue over patents with another company that sells viscoelastic pads. Legal disputes in business are about as common as the sunrise. Now, after a lot of hard work, we have something better to offer you.

On April 7, 2022, we’re voluntarily stepping away from offering memory foam pads after settling the legal dispute with our competitor. In the coming days our representatives will be in touch with you to explain in person the advantages of PrimePad and the seamless transition to its use. You will likely be hearing from our competitor in the coming days as well, and we look forward to the opportunity to continue to earn your business.

As professionals, you’re always looking for ways to best serve your patients. As professionals we’re always looking for the best ways to serve you. Any responsible company continually improves the products it offers its clients.

Here are just some of the attributes of this next-generation O.R. pad:

- PrimePad’s material is made with millions of microscopic air capsules that create a fast recovery, yielding excellent patient support and pressure reduction.
- PrimePad’s material pressure maps better than conventional and even memory foam, offering up to four times greater peak pressure reduction.
- The PrimePad material is not temperature-sensitive and will maintain the same properties in a variety of ambient temperature conditions.
• The PrimePad’s can be stored in compressed form for reduced O.R. storage space requirements and lower shipping costs.
• The PrimePad series is comprised of pads that are 44”x23”x1”, all with pre-cut perineal cutouts.
• The PrimePad series is also available in 2” thicknesses, and in kits with accessories that include table rail straps, body straps, disposable draw sheets, head cradles, integrated arm tucking “wings” and external arm protectors.

Additionally, PrimePad and all our products are sourced and manufactured in the United States, reducing, or even eliminating, supply chain interruptions.

Over the years there has been an evolution in O.R. table and pad uses and designs. Each was better than the previous version for the needs of patients and providers. PrimePad is the next generation in this evolution of O.R. improvements.

We appreciate and thank you for having confidence in us. PrimePad will further justify that confidence. Again, we are excited that the day is finally here to share with you this announcement. As mentioned earlier, our representatives will be in touch with you to go over the O.R. and cost advantages of PrimePad.

Sincerely,

Dave Holladay
President, Prime Medical, LLC